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Technology Rivers and LogMethod Merge to Boost AI and Crypto Expertise - Celebrating
One Year

High-touch software development agency TECHNOLOGY RIVERS celebrates its one-year anniversary of
acquiring the spunky and skillful LogMethod — bringing the power of AI and Crypto services to their
clientele.

RESTON, Va. - March 30, 2023 - PRLog -- Technology Rivers today celebrates the first anniversary of
the acquisition of LogMethod, effective April 2022.

"Today marks the one-year anniversary of our acquisition, and we're really excited about the progress we've
made. With LogMethod and Zahid Aziz on board, we've added a group of extremely talented individuals to
our team. Their expertise and commitment to excellence have already helped us grow more and deepen our
footprint in the industry," says Ghazenfer, Founder & CEO at Technology Rivers. "As we look to the
future, I'm confident that together, we will continue to innovate and shape the world in meaningful ways."

"As a startup founder and CEO, I'm proud to say that our team of talented software engineers made a big
impact on our top client, Technology Rivers. When we learned they were interested in acquiring us, we
were initially surprised. However, as startup partners, we quickly recognized the shared values, goals, and
vision between our companies," says Zahid Aziz, Founder & CEO of LogMethod. "With a common
objective of establishing Technology Rivers as a leader in Pakistan's software industry, we decided to join
forces. Our passion and dedication to this joint goal remain unwavering, and we're thrilled with the
outcome. It's proof that successful partnerships can arise from unexpected circumstances."

Reach out to our team directly (https://technologyrivers.com/contact-us/) to learn more about how the
recent merger of Technology Rivers/LogMethod will enhance our project capabilities with new services.
We're excited to discuss how this will benefit your business and answer any questions you may have.

About Technology Rivers: Technology Rivers is a boutique software development agency that specializes
in creating custom software solutions for entrepreneurs, startup founders, and growing SaaS and mobile
enterprises. They have extensive experience in digital transformation, launching scalable products in
healthcare and other B2B/B2C verticals, developing mobile apps, and creating software tools for financial
services and other firms that streamline internal processes and increase efficiency. They pride themselves
on their ability to deliver high-quality software products on time and within budget.

About LogMethod: LogMethod was established in 2019 by Zahid Aziz to fulfill the growing demand for
outsourced software development in Pakistan. Specializing in the development of financial and
cryptocurrency software applications, LogMethod quickly earned a reputation for its exceptional work and
attracted a global customer base. In April 2022, the company was acquired by Technology Rivers,
cementing its position as a leading player in the industry.

Contact
Tonya Downing - Marketing Specialist, Technology Rivers
***@technologyrivers.com
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